Dear Filomena,

Please find below the notes from the call. (I do not have the last name of the recipient)

I will call the Netflix technician as soon as they send the details. (I received nothing so if you did, could you please forward it?)

Regards,

Netflix

EC Part

The EC is reminding the objective to see all participants taking their part, and the request to reduce quality to Standard Quality.

proposes to reduce the bit rate so that Netflix uses -25% of traffic. He presents it as an interim measure taken in good faith, that could be strengthened later. He explains that Netflix has contact points in touch with the engineers of operators and he proposes to stay in touch if the traffic demand becomes more of an issue in the future. Netflix is advocating to make a commitment to the objective of traffic reduction but for no prescription measure imposed on the means to reach this objective. Netflix is also asking about the timing to get to the media and whether they could review the wording of the Netflix measures in a press release. Netflix proposes to let DG CONNECT contact a technical expert if more details are needed.